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The Making  Of Compass Rose
(Photoshop Tutorial)

Difficulty : Intermediate

Heyya...  I would like to share my Technique on making Compass rose With Photoshop ^^.  The Core
of Lesson on this Tutorial was how you use Custom Shape Tool in so many way (especially use the
Unfamilliar tool for making Simple, yet nice looking Compass) here we go...

==Step 1 : Define Document size==

Create New Document [Ctrl+N], Then define the size of The Document (I prefer 1000x1000 with 300
Ppi, It’s Scalable Size IMHO ^^)

==Optional : Hide Background Layer==

Well, it’s personal choice, Hide if you think, you want to see a better and accurate compass (if you
think Blending the compass and the map was a matter thing), or just keep the background if you
think it was waste of  time (altough I know that reading this tutorial was also a waste of time ^^)

==Step 2 : Define the Shape==

1. Create new layer [Layer –> New –> Layer] or [Ctrl+Shift+N], rename the layer with “shape”. Right
click the rectangle tool, then pick the custom shape tool.  When you pick this tool, there’ll be pop
out an extra option called “shape”. Click on the arrow, you can pick whatever you want to be defined
as compass. I pick “Ribbon 2” as the Sample here (I prefer the Symmetry Shape, for easy use later on
^^).
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[optional] if you’r not sure, where the ribbon 2 was, just click on the arrow, choose the small list (it’ll
change the thumbnail of the shape on the box before, and it’ll appear the name of the symbol) do
not forget to click on “All” Category, also choose the “path option” from the very left bar.

2. still on the Shape Layer, click on the transparent screen, hold Shift, then drag to anywhere (using
shift command will automaticaly control the size of the shape), after that, pick Path Selection tool [at
the left of rectangular(now custom shape) tool]. Right click and choose “Make Selection ...”.

3. The Option will pop out, just use the default setting on this (feather radius = 0, Anti aliased, New
selection) the Marching ant (LOL) will come, and now, just Fill the selection with Black color.[right
click –> fill –> black] or [Shift+f5 –> black]. Then deselect the selection [ctrl+D]

4. Now The Fun part, still on “Shape”Layer, Pick Rectangular Marquee Tool [M], make a selection at
the center of the shape, right click and choose “Layer via cut”, new layer will created with half of the
shape on it, now. Pick Move tool [V] and Move the newly Created shape into the left of the other
Half.

[Optional] for a better accuration, and precicion, after you make a selection, zoom in about 150% -
200%, and adjust the marquee selection (drag using left click) right at the center of the image.
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5. Pick the Erase tool with this setting

Then Erase the part when the Ribbon folded.  [zoom in about 200%] then click on the inner Edge
while holding shift, and click the outter edge of the ribbon. merge down the layer [ctrl+e](you must
choose the layer above the shape before merge them down)

6. duplicate the “Shape layer”[Right click on the name of the shape layer and then choose duplicate
layer] or [(Hold Alt)+L+D]. New layer will appear (Shape Copy). Rotate the newly duplicated layer
[edit –> Transform –> rotate] or [Ctrl+T] and change the “set Rotation”Option into 900.

7. Move The Rotated one (Shape Copy) with Move Tool [V] but BEWARE the Critical Point, Zoom in
about 200% - 400% right at the critical point, and ADJUST the edge until it’s blended altogether. [you
can see on the Image Below (I reduce both layer opacity into 70% so you can see how I Adjust The
Image]
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8. choose “Shape Copy” layer, and then Merge down [Ctrl + E], do duplicate the Shape layer again,
and rotate again once more. Change the “Set Rotation”Option into 1800. Move the shape like you
did before, but now, BEWARE 2 Critical Point. Now the Compass Begin to come out (^^)V.

9. It’s Almost Finish (YAY! ! !) Now Just Add lil bit Additional as you like, I’ll add Orb Like item right at
the core of the Compass. [the tutorial on How To create this Orblike thing will be added at the Extras
section], For Now I’ll just Finalize The Compass.
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=====Step 3: EXTRAS=====

- Adding Gradient Color effect-

 Pick Magic Wand Tool (W), Choose Shape layer, and select the “V” Shapped who Point out
The Direction, Hold Shift For Multiple Selection (Select 4 of em).

 Right Click, and Select “Layer Via Cut”. The Newly Created Layer will be appear with All “V”
Shaped.

 Now change the name of that layer into “Pointer”, Right click at the name of Pointer Layer
then select “Blending option” [you can also double Click right at the place of (Fx) symbol
appear (at first it was an empty slot)]

 Select Color Overlay, and change the color into 50% Gray [#818181] and change the Blend
mode into Overlay. Select the Gradient Overlay, Increase The “Scale” into 125%. Change the
“style” with Radial, angle was 900 and checklist “Align with layer” Option.

 Do the same thing with Shape Layer, at the Gradient overlay, Checklist The “Reverse”Option.
Your Compass should be similar like this.
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-The Making of “Orblike” Orb –

 First, we’ll need to adjust the overall Compass right at the center of the document, the easy
way to do this was by creating a group (Folder like icon), double click on the name of the
group 1 and change the name with whatever you like. {You can see another group name on
the image below, It was also the name of Another Compass I’ve Created :P} now Select the
Group, hold Ctrl and select the background layer (hidden layer).

 Now there was 2 gray backgrouned layer (that mean you’r selecting both The Group and The
Background Layer). Pick Move Tool [V], and select “Align Horizontal & Vertical Centers”.
Now The Compass is Aligned at the center of Document.

 Select Elliptical Marquee tool (Right click the Rectangular Marquee Tool), Create new layer
above the “Pointer” Layers, rename the layer with “Orb border”. Create Marquee shape
with holding the Shift key, and drag. “Fill” the Marquee shape with Black, select the Contract
option with 25px. (Select –> modify –> Contract >> 25px) then press delete key. after that
Adjust to the center, the Orb border layer with the background layer (same method). Now
your image will be something like below
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 Still on orb border layer, Right click and select Blending Option, Select the Gradient Overlay,
check list the reverse, style are Radial, and the Scale was 50%, The Angle also 900.

 Now Create New Layer, rename the layer with “BG”. Select Orb Border Layer, then select
Magic Wand Tools, and click the inner of the Orb border layer. Expand the selection by 5px
[Select –> Modify –> Expand >> 5px] now Fill the selection with bluish color [#5cc4fd].

 Create new Layer Above BG Layer rename  as “Deep” layer, Create another elliptical
Marquee, but smaller than before,Fill with darker blue [#121c46] and then Adjust to the
center with the Background layer, duplicate the Deep layer.

 Select deep layer, then Blur the layer with gaussian blur, the amount was 25px [Filter –> Blur
–> Gaussian Blur  >> 25px], reduce the opacity and fill of the layer both 70%. Now Select the
Deep Copy Layer, We’ll use Motion Blur on it [Filter – Blur – Motion Blur >> Angle -900,
Distance 100].

 Repeat the blur with different angle  [Filter – Blur – Motion Blur >> Angle 00, Distance 100].
After that Repeat the last filter [ctrl +F], create a link, and then Merge down the layer.
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 The last step was here.. Now Create New Layer Again (Above Deep layer), rename with
“Light”. We’ll create a light source. Create elliptical marquee selection, fill with white color,
then adjust the position right at the top right of the Orb. Create another smaller elliptical
marque selection, fill with white, and adjust the selection (With move tool) right at the
bottom right of the 1st Light Source, Blur the Light layer with Gaussian blur, 10px. The last
thing is, Move The Orb border Layer into the top of Light Layer.

And It’s Done... Just lemme Know If you want to ask more specific Question about the Tutorial. Have
Fun On creating your Own Compass, Ah yeah I’ll let you see another Compass I’ve done as a result of
this Technique.
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== Compass Rose : Blue? Crusade==

Using the same symbol, just a lil bit different at
step 6 (Set Rotating). Also the color overlay was
red, and wait, what? You say the orb must be
red colored instead blue? Ah my bad. I’ll let you
know a simple trick on How to change the
ORBLIKE color with just 1 extra layer above the
selected layer.  (if you can see, there was an
error because of Wrong adjustment right at the
Critical Point, The reult was Un symmetry
Shape)

-daeVArt

== Compass Rose : Antique==

Using “Female Symbol”, combined with “Arrow
6” symbol (For the Pointer). A lil bit difficult,
since the Compass has alot of Critical Point, This
was my 1st compass, also the compass that let
me find the technique I’ve describe above, IDK if
it’s Actually My Original technique or not, but
After creating this Compass, My head was
Overflowing with Lots of Idea for making
another Compass ^^.

-daeVArt

==Compass Rose : Wyvern==

Using Simple Oval and Twirl Filter, As you can
see, The base of the shape was Winglike shape.
You should try Filter option, especially from
Distort Section, like Twirl, Polar Coordinate,
Pinch, Spherize, and many more.

I also use “Arrow 6” as the Dagger Like Pointer

Pstt, I have a lil secret here, you can Use A font
as the shape, YES, A Font, REALLY... FONT...
YEAH...

Ups, Sorry, I’m, Uh... Well... I’ll share the last
Extra, so keep reading okay (even I’m sure you’r
Bored Already ^^)

-daeVArt
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How to Change The ORBLIKE color Only Using 1 Extra Layer Above The selected Layer, So
you can finally Have your Favorite color, instead Blue because youre not Zukerberg. (23:48)

 Create New Adjustment (Hue/Saturation) layer above Deep Layer. [layer –> New Adjustment
–> Hue/Saturation], use The Following setting * C O L O R I Z E *(Use 0 Hue for red Color,
Adjust By Yourself the Hue For Change The Color as you like). And Done? Yeah Done.

Thanks Alot for Reading this Boring Tutorial. I hope you’r at least understand on how to create the
Compass using Custom Shape Tool. The Point of this Technique was, Using anything Possible to
create Something Impossible At first sight. Using unfamilliar Tool like Custom shape, Marquee, or
even you can make something by using Font, Use your Imagination. The Power of Imagination was
Unbelievable. Even I’m Still Shocked Creating something like this at first. ^^

ah yeah, The result of the last Extras Huh? Here’s Please Enjoy yourself ^^

==BEHOLD, The RED CRUSADE==

Np: I’m sorry for Any Typos, English was my 4th language Anyway.

-daeVArt


